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57Pre- and Postnominal Adjectives in Middle English Medical Recipes

Marta Sylwanowicz
University of Social Sciences, Warsaw

And	þan	it	wole	be	a	good	oynement	restoratif…  
Pre- and Postnominal Adjectives in Middle  

English Medical Recipes*

Abstract

The present paper concentrates on the use of adjective modifiers in Middle English medical 
recipes. Although the study of the position of attributive adjectives in Middle English 
nominal phrases has attracted attention of many scholars (e.g. Norri 1989; Raumolin-
Brunberg 1994; Fischer 2004; 2006; Moskowich 2009), there are no studies that would 
address the use of pre- and postnominal adjectives in the material representing only one 
genre (here, medical recipes). This paper will investigate several factors that might have 
determined the position of attributive adjectives in nominal phrases. Hence, the following 
questions will be considered: (i) was there a direct link between the origin of the adjective 
and its position in the noun phrase?, (ii) did the use of attributive adjectives only aim to 
identify the specific referents of the noun phrases or (iii) were there other reasons for their 
uses (the intended audience, technicality of source texts)?

1. Introduction

Attributive adjective is commonly defined as that part of a noun phrase which 
modifies the head noun (Quirk et al. 1985; Greenbaum 1996; Huddleston and Pullum 
2002; Biber et al. 2008). The placement of attributive adjectives may vary among 
languages. There are languages (e.g. Arabic, Thai or Irish) in which attributive 
adjectives are only postnominal. In English and other Germanic languages, 
attributive adjectives are basically prenominal1, whereas in Romance languages 
these adjectives are placed before and/or after the noun (Sproat and Shih 1988; 
1991; Laenzlinger 2000).
 The studies of the use of attributive adjectives in the earliest English texts 
(Old and Middle English) have revealed that the position of attributive adjectives 
is not fixed and can change over time.
 In Old English nominal phrases adjectives occurred before or after the head 
noun, though preposed adjectives were more common (Fischer 2004, 1). When a 
noun was modified by two adjectives, one was usually prenominal and the other 
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postnominal. This, as observed by Millward (1996, 107), might have been due to 
the fact that Old English modifiers tended to be close to the words they modified.
 In her examination of the position of adjectives in Old English noun phrases, 
Fischer (2000; 2001; 2004) observes that the link between the number of adjective 
modifiers and their position in nominal phrases was a subordinate factor. In fact, 
variation in the position of adjectives was determined by a number of interlinked 
factors: the (in)definiteness of the noun phrase of which the adjective is part; the 
inflexional type of adjective used (weak vs. strong); the role the adjective plays 
in terms of information structure (given vs. new information) (Fischer 2004, 1). 
Thus, weak and definite adjectives conveyed given information and were placed 
before the noun, whereas strong and indefinite adjectives (which usually entail new 
information) were usually postnominal (Fischer 2000; 2001; 2004; 2006).
 The examination of the Middle English data reveals that the period was 
characterised by a gradual loss of postposed adjectives (Fischer 2004; 2006). This 
assumption is supported by, for instance, Raumolin-Brunberg’s examination of 
Late Middle English texts, in which she shows that the number of postnominal 
adjectives in Middle English was not very high: of all adjective tokens (as found in 
the Helsinki Corpus) 92.3% were premodifiers and the remaining examples, 7.7%, 
were postmodifiers (after Fischer 2006, 260). This decline of postposition might 
have been affected by the loss of inflexions, the rise of a new determiner system 
and the gradual fixation of word order (Fisher 2006, 253, 282).
 Other studies, which concentrated on the use of attributive adjectives in 
Middle English scientific writings (Moskowich 2002; 2009; Moskowich and Crespo 
2002), reveal that there might have been extra-syntactic reasons that determined 
the adjective position in Middle English noun phrases, e.g. the etymology of 
adjectives. Postposition (or the so called French pattern) was more characteristic 
of Romance adjectives (especially after Latin or French nouns), whereas Germanic 
adjectives preceded the noun (Fisher 2006; Moskowich 2009). Also, the use of pre- 
or postmodification might have depended on a text level (learned and non-learned), 
intended audience, and/or the technicality of phrases (Moskowich 2009). 
 The present paper will focus on the use of adjective modifiers in Middle English 
medical recipes. Earlier studies that address the use of pre- and postmodification 
in Middle English medical writings (e.g. Norri 1989; Moskowich 2009) are based 
only on selected fragments of medieval medical compilations that represented 
different writing traditions (remedy books, surgical texts and specialised treatises). 
There is, however, no comprehensive examination of attributive adjectives in the 
material representing only one genre of medical writing (here, recipes)2. 
 The main aim of this paper is to examine the distribution and positioning 
of attributive adjectives in Middle English medical recipes. In doing so, I shall 
concentrate on the following questions: (1) what word-order pattern of adjectives 
prevailed in the medieval medical recipes?; (2) was the choice of the adjective and 
its position in nominal phrases conditioned by the level of the source text (learned 
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and non-learned)?; (3) was the position of the adjective conditioned by the origin 
of the adjective? Also, the analysis of the material will show whether there is a 
link between the semantic category of attributive adjectives (e.g. qualifying and 
classifying) and their position in Middle English nominal phrases.

2. Corpus material

The material examined for the present paper consists of recipes from the Middle 
English Medical Texts (MEMT), a computerised corpus of half-a-million words 
including texts from c1375 to c1500. Texts in the MEMT corpus are classified into 
three main categories: (1) surgical texts, (2) specialised texts, and (3) remedies and 
materia medica (Taavitsainen, Pahta and Mäkinen 2005). The first two collections 
include texts representing the learned tradition of writing3. These texts, written and/
or translated by university-trained physicians, were mostly compilations referring to 
ancient Latin, Arabic or contemporary medieval medical works. The texts included 
in these collections were mostly theoretical writings dealing with a specific field 
of specialisation or medical problem, e.g. instructions for surgical practitioners, 
treatises on the sicknesses of women, discussions of various treatments (for fistula, 
ulcers, etc.). The third collection, remedies and materia medica, belongs to the 
lower, non-learned layer of medical practice. The texts included in this category 
consist mostly of remedies, i.e. books for consultation, which represent the earliest 
phase of vernacular medicine, established already in Old English, which makes 
them less dependent on foreign models (Taavitsainen 2001a; Sylwanowicz 2014). 
 Recipes are present in both collections. In remedy collections they constitute 
the largest part and are listed in a sequence. In specialised texts, in contrast, recipes 
are rare4 and are usually part of longer treatises, which makes it difficult to isolate 
them from the main body of the text. Sometimes, the author of a specialised text 
informs the reader that more detailed information on preparation and application 
of a medicine is to be found in a separate section or chapter, often referred to as 
þe antidotarie, e.g.

(1)  þow schalt fynde a ful techinge of þese medicyns in þe antidotarie of þis book, 
þou schalt haue a ful techinge in þe antidotarie of mundificatiuis & cicatri3atiuis 
(Lanfrank’s Chirurgia Magna, MEMT)

These sections, i.e. antidotaria, are often preceded by some introductory remarks 
and later followed by the recipes listed in a sequence (cf. Sylwanowicz 2015). 
 The MEMT corpus, with some exceptions, includes only fragments of texts and 
the antidotaria sections are often missing. Therefore, the material for the present 
paper, was supplemented with the full versions of the following specialised texts: 
Lanfrank’s Science of Cirurgie (von Fleischhacker ed. 1894), Arderne’s Treatises of 
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Fistula in Ano, Haemorrhoids, and Clysters (Power ed. 1910), The Sekenesse of 
Wymmen (Hallaert ed. 1982), Medieval Woman’s Guide to Health (Rowland ed. 1981). 
 The material used in the analysis consists of 2,026 Middle English medical 
recipes, all written in the 14th and 15th centuries, with a total of about 158,691 words. 
Table 1 below shows the exact number of the recipes examined for the present 
study (remedies and specialised texts).

Table 1. The number of recipes in the analysed material

Collection Number of recipes Number of words

Remedy books 1,487 109,573

Specialised texts 539 49,118

TOTAL 2,026 158,691

As observed earlier, there is a large disproportion between the material found in 
remedies and specialised texts. Therefore, in the following analysis, whenever the 
data derived from the two collections are compared, next to the real number of 
occurrences of adjectives in the recipes, relative normalised frequencies (RNF per 
10,000 words) will also be given.

3. Analysis of data

Since the objective of this analysis is to concentrate on the frequency and distribution 
of attributive adjectives only, the total number of samples gathered from the material 
studied is not very high (cf. the distribution of attributive adjectives in Table 2). 
This, however, is not surprising as adjectives, unlike other word classes (e.g. nouns 
and verbs), are usually less common (cf. Dixon 2004; Moskowich 2009, 62).

Table 2. The distribution of attributive adjectives in the corpus (RNF per 10,000 
words)

Text Adj + N N + Adj
Remedy books 164 [14.9] 107 [9.8]
Specialised texts 137 [27.9] 133 [27.1]
TOTAL 301 240

As seen in Table 2 the noun phrases under study reveal two patterns of the position 
of attributive adjectives: Adj + N and N + Adj. The first is a typical Germanic 
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structure (Millward 1996, 181), whereas the second one is often referred to as a 
French-type structure (Moskowich 2009). The first question to be answered is: 
which pattern was prevailing in Middle English medical recipes? If we look at the 
total number of the occurrences of particular patterns, disregarding the division into 
learned and non-learned sources (specialised texts vs. remedy books), the results 
would suggest that both patterns were fairly well represented in Middle English 
medical recipes (cf. Figure 1).

Fig. 1. The distribution of attributive adjectives in Middle English medical recipes

As a result, one might conclude that, contrary to the earlier studies on adjective 
position in Middle English nominal phrases (cf. Raumolin-Brunberg 1994; Fischer 
2004; 2006), there was no significant decline in postpositive adjectives, at least in 
the writings representing the medical register. Such general look at the distribution 
of attributive adjectives would suggest that both, pre- and postpositive adjectives, 
had a similar distribution in learned and non-learned medical writings. These 
conclusions, however, would be too far-reaching generalisations.
 The comparison of the distribution of attributive adjectives in recipes found 
in remedy books and specialised texts shows that the frequency of attributive 
adjectives and their position in nominal phrases is largely dependent on the level of 
the source text. As Figure 2 clearly shows, attributive (both pre- and postpositive) 
adjectives prevail in recipes derived from writings representing a more learned 
register (i.e. specialised texts). This agrees with Biber’s et al. (2007, 91) observation 
that the role of attributive adjectives in academic writing is to “describe, clarify and 
qualify additional information about scientific phenomena or entities”, hence their 
higher frequency in recipes derived from specialised texts. As regards a placement 
of adjectives in nominal phrases, postposed adjectives dominate in recipes from 
learned writings, whereas in less learned sources this pattern is less common (RNF 
27.1 vs. 9.8 respectively; cf. also Table 2). This is due to the fact that remedies 
were handbooks for consultation representing the older tradition of medical writing 
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(already in Old English texts the prevailing pattern was Adj + N). These texts were 
often accessed by lay readers, hence the compiler(s) incorporated the structure (Adj 
+ N) more familiar to the average reader.

Fig. 2. The distribution of attributive adjectives in recipes found in remedy books 
and specialised texts (based on Table 2 with RNF per 10,000 words)

 On the other hand, Middle English texts that represented learned tradition 
relied heavily on foreign originals (French and Latin), and hence a larger number 
of postposed adjectives. For instance, in the material studied for the present paper 
there are many instances of direct translations from Latin or French, e.g. sirup 
acetose for sirupo acetoso, oynement ruptorie for vnguenta ruptoria, or vnguentum 
viride for vnguentum viridum. In addition, foreign and anglicised nominal phrases 
were used interchangeably by the compilers of these writings, cf.:

(2)  (a)  A strong medicyn þat is as strong as oni fier, & vnguenta ruptoria þat 
mortified quyk fleisch (…) (Lanfrank’s Science of Cirurgie, 351/ 8–9)

 (b)  Also an oynement ruptorie for to breke fleisch (…) (Lanfrank’s Science 
of Cirurgie, 351/30–31)

In the above examples references to the same medicinal substance were used in the 
headings of the recipes found in the same text. The use of foreign and anglicised 
forms does not indicate that the compilers were inconsistent in their use of these 
terms. On the contrary, the use of items of different origin served different purposes. 
For instance, vernacular expressions usually had an explanatory function, whereas 
switching to foreign forms “served as indexicals of group membership in the 
discourse community” (Pahta 2004, 81). The compilers often turned to foreign 
element for reasons of style or prestige (Pahta 2004; Sylwanowicz 2015). This 
tendency to indicate that a text represents a learned register explains, to some 
extent, why many anglicised nominal phrases included postpositive adjectives.
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 Another aspect to consider is whether the position of the adjective was 
conditioned by the origin of the adjective (native or foreign). Figure 3 below shows 
the distribution and placement of native and foreign adjectives in the examined 
noun phrases.

Fig. 3. The origin of adjectives and their position in NPs

The postnominal position is dominated by foreign adjectives, both in remedy books 
and specialised texts. Postposed adjectives of Germanic origin are represented by 
two records: vntement slepyng and colery whit, both found in recipes drawn from 
specialised collections (cf. Table 3 below). This implies that in Middle English 
nominal phrases postposition was somehow reserved for foreign adjectives. In the 
prenominal position dominate native adjectives, but foreign items are also relatively 
well documented, especially in the material representing specialised writings. 
Interestingly, out of the 61 records of prenominal adjectives of foreign origin most 
are of the qualifying/evaluative type (e.g. souereyn oynement, precious medicyne, 
nobil medicyne, pryncypall oyntment,	profitable	bathe, special medicyn). There 
were 14 records of the classifying adjectives of foreign origin that were placed 
before the noun they modify, e.g. mundificatyff	medycine, consolydatyfe medicyne, 
fleumatik	humores. This takes us to another question: was there a link between the 
semantic category of adjectives and their position in nominal phrases?

Table 3. The origin of attributive adjectives and their distribution in recipes drawn 
from remedy books and specialised texts (RNF per 10,000 words)

Adj + N N + Adj

Remedy 
books

Specialised 
texts

Remedy 
books

Specialised 
texts

Native adjectives 144 [13.1] 96 [19.5] - 2 [0.4]

Foreign adjectives 20 [1.8] 41 [8.3] 107 [9.8] 131 [26.7]

foreign adjectives 61

350
300
250
200
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0

Adj + N N + Adj
238

native adjectives 240 2
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 According to various sources we can distinguish two major categories of 
attributive adjectives: qualifying (or descriptive) and classifying adjectives (Rijk-
hoff 2008, 22–23; Biber et al. 2008, 197). This dichotomy might be helpful in the 
examination of the placement of adjectival modifiers in the noun phrases under 
study. Qualifying/descriptive adjectives usually specify incidental features of the 
referent, such as size, weight, colour, and value (evaluative judgements, emotions), 
whereas classifying adjectives indicate essential features of the referents of the head 
noun (Warren 1984; Biber et al. 2008; Rijkhoff 2008; Cetnarowska 2014). The 
distinction between qualifying/descriptive and classifying adjectives is not always 
clear. Some adjectives, depending on their context of use, serve as both qualifying 
and classifying modifiers, e.g. a popular girl vs. popular vote; a primary issue vs. 
primary school (Biber 2008, 198). 
  In the present analysis classifying adjectives are prevalent (cf. Figure 4 
below). This is due to the fact that medical recipes, being instructional texts that 
inform the reader how to prepare a medicament, abound in nominal phrases that 
denote types of medicinal preparations. The head noun of these phrases is usually 
expressed by: (i) a general term for a medicament (medicine, remedy, etc.), (ii) 
a term indicating a dosage form (ointment, sirup, powder, etc.), and sometimes 
(iii) terms referring to some specifics (collirie, terebentyne, tiriacle, etc.)5. These 
head nouns are modified by adjectives that identify the colour of the medicament 
(e.g. unguentum viride, green ointment, colery whit, etc.) or its properties (e.g. 
syrup laxatyff, medycine confortatiff, oynement resolutif, dryinge medicyne, hot  
medicyne, etc.). 

Fig. 4. The qualifying and classifying adjectives in Middle English medical recipes

Although some of these adjectives are usually listed as examples of qualifiers/
descriptors, the role of these adjectives in this particular context (i.e. medical 
recipes) is not only to offer the characteristics of a preparation but, most of all, 
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to make a clear distinction between the referents of the noun. For instance, some 
examples (cold/hot medicine) suggest that the therapeutical use of substances 
depended largely on humoral medicine, which classified medicines according 
to what humours they eliminated, hence the use of adjectives cold, hot, dry and 
moist. In other examples (oinement	mundificatif, oinement resolutif, dryinge 
oinement) the adjectives indicating healing properties specify different types of 
the medicament, i.e. cleaning, solving and drying (see also Sylwanowicz 2009;  
2014; 2015).   
 As regards the qualifying adjectives, their role in the examined recipes seems 
to have been twofold: (i) to describe the features of the noun referents (e.g. hot/
colde/warme water, fresche butter, strong wijn, rounde ballys, þicke syrupe, etc.), 
being mostly ingredients of the medicinal preparations, and (ii) to put emphasis 
on the quality of the medicament or remedy (e.g. gude poudir, precious oynment, 
nobil medicine, prophetabull baþe, worschipfull serip, high medecyn, etc.). The 
second group of the qualifying adjectives prevails, constituting about 51% of the 
records6. The use of evaluative adjectives was a very common practice in medical 
writings as “much of the discourse about remedies was concerned with convincing 
the readers that they worked” (Wear 2000, 85). Such nominal phrases are usually 
found in two parts of the recipe: the heading (title/statement of purpose) and/or 
additional comments,7 cf. 3 (a–c) and (d–f) respectively:

(3) (a)  A nobil medicine for greuous ache as it were in franesye. (Remedies, 
Cophon experimentes, MEMT)

 (b)  A gude oyntment for alle feuerr. (Remedies, Liber de diversis medicines, 
MEMT)

 (c)  A good composicioun for þe firste cause/ Take oold oile iiij partis (…) 
(Lanfrank’s, Sciencie of Cirurgie, 253/27–28)

 (d)  For this ys a precious watere and conteynyth many vertous. (Remedies, 
Alchemical waters, MEMT)

 (e)  ffor thys is a pryncypall oyntment for scabbys. (Remedies, Wyse book 
of Maystyr Pyrs of Salerne, MEMT)

 (f) & þis is a good consolidatif (Lanfrank’s Sciencie of Cirurgie, 347/25–26)

 If we take into consideration the placement of the qualifying and classifying 
adjectives in the nominal phrases, we can observe that the latter (expressed 
mostly by foreign adjectives) prevail in postnominal position. The qualifying 
adjectives (whether expressed by foreign or native adjectives) seem to be 
reserved for the prenominal position.8 The five records of qualifiers after the 
noun head seem accidental, cf. Table 4. Thus, there must have been a link 
between the semantic category of the adjective and its position in the nominal  
phrase.

qualifying  
adjectives
 
 
classifying  
adjectives
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Table 4. The qualifying and classifying adjectives and their position in nominal 
phrases

Qualifying adjectives Classifying adjectives
Adj + N N + Adj Adj + N N + Adj

Native adjectives 179 - 61 2
Foreign adjectives 47 5 14 233
TOTAL 226 5 75 235

 Also, the difference in the usage of qualifying and classifying adjectives reflects 
the difference between learned and lay authors. In other words, these adjectives 
seem to have been indicators/markers of the style of writing. Thus, as seen in Figure 
5, classifying adjectives, as a means of giving weight to professional style, were 
more common in specialised writings.

Fig. 5. The qualifying and classifying adjectives in Middle English medical recipes: 
remedy books vs. specialised texts (RNF per 10,000 words)

4. Conclusions

The examination of the attributive adjectives in Middle English recipes shows that 
there were several factors, often linked, that determined the position of adjectives 
in nominal phrases. Although earlier studies (Raumolin-Brunberg 1994; Fischer 
2004; 2006) demonstrated that in Middle English there was a tendency to avoid 
postnominal adjectives (mostly on syntactic and morphological grounds), that pro-
cess was not of equal force in all Middle English writings. In other words, the use 
or non-use of pre- and/or postnominal adjectives often depended on the technicality 
of texts in which attributive adjectives were found (see also Moskowich 2009).
 In the present study postnominal adjectives dominated in recipes derived from 
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specialised texts. This prevalence of postnomnial adjectives, as already indicated, 
was due to the fact that specialised writings, being usually translations, relied heav-
ily on foreign originals, and hence their compilers usually incorporated foreign 
pattern of adjective distribution (N + Adj). This, however, cannot be accounted 
for as a mere or mindless copying of the original phrases. On the contrary, the use 
of the foreign pattern was perceived as a marker of a higher register, hence the 
compilers often placed adjectives after the noun they modified. This was usually 
done in phrases denoting more technical terms (here: names of medicaments). In 
less technical terms the adjective is usually found before the noun. The text-level 
also seems to have influenced the position of the attributive adjectives of different 
origin. The adjectives of French/Latin origin, are more frequently found after the 
head noun and they dominate in fixed phrases in specialised texts. Native/Germanic 
adjectives seem to be limited to prenominal position, in both remedy books and 
specialised texts (cf. Table 3).
 The study has also revealed that there was a link between the semantic cat-
egories of adjectives and their position in nominal phrases. Classifying adjectives 
were preferred in postnominal position, whereas qualifying adjectives dominated 
before the head noun. This, as shown in the analysis, was directly linked with the 
level of texts.

Notes

1  There are cases when an adjective functions as a postnominal modifier of a 
head noun in an English noun phrase (postposed adjectives). These adjec-
tives, according to Biber et al. (2008, 202) “are most common with compound 
indefinite pronouns as heads, such as no one, anything or somebody” or are 
found in fixed expressions, e.g. attorney general, Asia Minor, heir apparent 
(see also Laenzlinger’s (2000) discussion of subcategorizing adjectives, i.e. 
those that can only occur in postnominal position).

2  Recipe is often referred to as a genre and/or a text type (Barrera 2009, 39). 
This is partly due to the fact that the terms genre and text type are often con-
fused and used interchangeably (cf. discussions in Biber 1988; Taavitsainen 
2001a; Barrera 2009). In this paper I shall follow Alonso-Almeida’s (2008, 
10) distinction between genre and text type: “genre is differentiated from text 
type in the sense that genre is externally defined, whereas text type is char-
acterised according to internal linguistic criteria”. According to this, genre is 
identified by the function it fulfils in society (cf. Swales 1990; Taavitsainen 
2012). In other words, a genre is “a staged, goal oriented, purposeful activity 
in which speakers engage as members of our culture” (Martin 1984, 25). In 
this functional view, Middle English medical recipe is a genre with a goal 
oriented stage organisation. Its main function is to give instructions on how 
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to make a medicine. For more on Middle English recipe see, e.g. Stannard 
(1982), Hunt (1990), Jones (1998), Alonso-Almeida (1998; 1999; 2013), Car-
roll (1999; 2004), Taavitsainen (2001ab), Mäkinen (2004; 2006), Bator and 
Sylwanowicz (forthc).

3  In this paper surgical and specialised texts will be treated as one category and 
referred to as specialised texts as opposed to remedy books.

4  The number of recipes in remedies and specialised texts is not proportional. In 
the MEMT corpus, for instance, recipes constitute 47.5% of all remedy writ-
ings, whereas in specialised texts they constitute about 13.4% of the whole 
material (cf. also Table 1).

5  For more on the names of ME medical preparations see Sylwanowicz (2014; 
2015).

6  In the present corpus out of 238 nominal phrases with qualifying adjectives, 
121 records contain evaluative adjectives.

7  81 records were found in the headings, 26 in additional comments and only 
12 in the ingredient part; to these last items belong such examples as gude 
wyne/water/syrip, fyne hony/wyne.

8  In some contemporary languages restricting the position of the classifying 
and qualifying adjectives is a common rule. For instance, Polish classifying 
adjectives are expected to occur in postnominal position, whereas qualifying 
adjectives (unless with a classifying function) occur before the head noun 
(Cetnarowska 2014, 223), e.g.: Pl. fizyk	jądrowy (physicist + nuclear ‘nuclear 
physicist; i.e. a specialist in nuclear physics’) vs. Pl. młody fizyk (young + 
physicist ‘a physicist that is young’); Pl. foka szara (seal + grey ‘the grey seal, 
i.e. the species of seal’ vs. szara foka (grey + seal ‘a seal that is grey’).
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